New Research Study
(NAPSA)—A new research
study called VALID (VALproate In
Dementia) is seeking 300 volunteers at 35 sites nationwide to test
whether valproate treatment will
slow progression of symptoms of
the illness in people with early
stage Alzheimer’s Disease.
Previous research has suggested
that valproate, an anticonvulsant
drug, may be helpful by delaying
the emergence of behavioral changes, such as agitation, as well as
slowing the expected decline in
intellectual functioning and daily
functioning.
The VALID
research study is
sponsored by the
Alzheimer’s Disease Cooperative Study based at
the University of California, San
Diego and funded by the U.S. Government’s National Institute on
Aging, one of the National Institutes of Health. Study participants
will be assigned at random to
receive Valproate or placebo (inactive pill), and will be regularly
monitored during the 26-month
research study by physicians and
qualified health care professionals
who specialize in dementia.
Researchers for this study are
looking for participants who:
• Are age 55 to 90;
• Have been diagnosed with
probable Alzheimer’s disease;
• Have not experienced agitation or psychosis since the onset of
AD; and
• Have a study partner—a
friend or relative who can accompany the volunteer to all clinic
visits and answer questions about
him/her.
If you would like more information or have family or friends who
might be interested in participating
in this research study, please call
the Alzheimer's Disease Education
& Referral Center at 1-800-438-4380.
ADCS research clinics are located
throughout the country.

Sweet Onions With A Caramelized Twist
Heart-Healthy Ideas
(NAPSA)—The good news for
people who’d like to learn how to
cook the low-cholesterol way, tone
up their bodies and maintain
healthier hearts is the arrival of two
new books in the
widely-acclaimed
“For Dummies”
series.
The
first,
“Low-Cholesterol
Cookbook for
Dummies” (Wiley,
$19.99), is an
easy way to cook
and eat your way to a healthier
heart. From breakfasts to dinners,
from super starters to “legal”
desserts, readers will find a mouthwatering assortment of tasty and
satisfying low-cholesterol recipes.
There’s also advice on choosing the
right foods and low-cholesterol
cooking techniques.
The second,
“Ten Minute
Tone-Ups For
Dummies” (Wiley,
$19.99), is filled
with targeted
exercises for
trouble spots
that get results
in only 30 days.
The book gives expert advice on
stretching, working the upper and
lower body, and adding cardio
workouts to your schedule. It also
includes lots of timesaving options
to help you reach your fitness
goals.
Like other titles in the popular
series, the books offer explanations in plain English and are
filled with “get in, get out” information. Both are available in
bookstores or at www.wiley.com.

(NAPSA)—Cold weather meals
can make you feel cozy, comforted,
and happy. An easy way to get
that satisfaction is with caramelized onions. Sweet, slowcooked onions are a great way to
add depth of flavor to dishes you
crave.
First, you need to start with
the best onion for the job. Many
say that’s OSO Sweets. Luckily,
the variety is in season—January
through March. OSOs also have a
unique cellular structure that
allows them to be cooked for a
long time without getting mushy
or losing their shape.
OSO are not only healthy like
other onions—rich in the antioxidant, quercetin and compounds
that help prevent heart disease—
they’re the mildest onion out
there, so they can please even the
most finicky eaters.
Once you’ve picked the best
onion, cooking them up can be ohso-easy. To make caramelized
onions: Melt 2 tbs. butter in a
medium-large skillet over mediumlow heat. Add two large thinly
sliced sweet onions and cook, stirring occasionally, until onions are
soft and golden, about 45 minutes.
Two large onions will cook
down to about one cup of caramelized onions, so cook up an
extra large batch. They will stay
fresh in the fridge for up to two
weeks. Then, use them the way
chefs do, adding a quick hit of
richness to so many dishes.
The newest twist is to make
your caramelized onion even more
special—by adding flavors. Add
fresh minced ginger or curry powder or 1 teaspoon pumpkin pie
spice to the skillet along with the
onions or add 1 tablespoon of
fresh chopped sage or mint or 2
teaspoons fresh thyme leaves.
Either way, the finished product will be super-special, sweet
slow-cooked onions that you can

***
True happiness is of a retired nature, and an enemy to pomp and
noise; it arises, in the first place, from the enjoyment of one’s self,
and in the next from the friendship and conversation of a few
select companions.
—Joseph Addison
***

Airlines: Safety Solutions May Be In The Bag
(NAPSA)—Experts have mapped
out a number of ways to make air
travel even safer—and to take away
some of the hassle associated with
higher security.
For instance, Congress passed
the Aviation and Transportation
Security Act in 2002. The act
called for investing billions to
train security agents and to buy
metal- and bomb-detecting equipment for passengers and bags at
airport checkpoints. In addition,
the act authorized a security fee of
up to $10 per round-trip passenger. The fees are meant to help
cover baggage-screening costs.
Experts say, however, that while
the TSA and other acts have helped
enhance safety, they’ve done little
to actually solve a major security
issue faced by airlines: the number
of bags being transported.
The Problem
Screening bags is an expensive
and time-consuming process. Currently, the airline industry transports about one and a half billion
bags per year—nearly double the
amount of passengers who fly annually. Airline experts say encouraging
passengers to travel with less baggage could not only make flying
safer, but that it could make the
entire traveling process faster.

A new proposal for handling luggage could make flying even
safer.
New Solutions
One proposed solution is to have
government and airlines provide
travelers with economical alternatives to checking their bags. For
instance, what’s being called the
Universal Express (USXP) plan
would let travelers ship their luggage before their departure date
using the United States Postal Service or parcel carriers (UPS,
FedEx, DHL, etc.). Such carriers
transport about five billion packages annually. The plan would still
let passengers check their bags on
airplanes if they choose, but would
assign a per-bag security fee to

each piece of luggage.
Rather than having to take
baggage through check-in points
and security lines, the plan
would give passengers a number
of choices that could cut airport
waiting time and make flying
safer.
Cutting Costs
It’s also believed that the proposal would actually help drive
down the cost of shipping bags. As
more travelers ship bags, the theory holds, their collective bargaining power over parcel carriers
would increase. That could lead to
lower prices.
The company, Universal Express, Inc. led by Mr. Richard
Altomare, includes Luggage Express and Virtual Bellhop. The
businesses pick up luggage at a
traveler’s home and drop it off at
his or her destination.
A final bonus to the proposed
baggage plan: It could mean the
end of lost luggage. Shipping services generally provide enhanced
baggage-tracking technology.
That means travelers can keep
track of just where in the world
their bags are, at almost any
given moment.
For more information, visit
www.usxp.com.
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use all year long as a condiment—on sandwiches, to dress up
a simple sauteed chicken breast
or chop, on toasted bread rounds
as an hors d’oeuvre or in an
omelette for a special brunch—or
as the flavorful base of a dish
such as braised brisket, rich vegetable soup or in this Easy
Braised Chicken with Sweet
Onion Gravy.
Easy Braised Chicken With
Sweet Onion Gravy

Heat oven to 350°. Sprinkle
chicken parts with salt and
pepper.
Heat oil in heavy skillet
over medium-high heat. Add
chicken in two batches, and
cook until brown on all sides,
about 12 minutes per batch.
Spread caramelized onions in
the bottom of a 4-quart
shallow baking dish. Nestle
the chicken pieces in the
onions.
Pour excess oil from the
skillet. Add wine (or vinegar) and boil until reduced
by half. Add broth and
return to boil. Pour the
broth mixture over the
chicken and place the dish
in the oven.
Bake until chicken is
tender and cooked through,
about 35 minutes. Season to
taste with salt and pepper.

1 (3 1⁄2-pound) chicken, cut
into 10 pieces
2 tablespoons extra-virgin
olive oil
2 cups caramelized onions
(with any flavoring),
made according to
directions above
1 cup dry white wine, or
1
⁄4 cup red wine vinegar
11⁄2 cups chicken broth (or
2 cups, if using vinegar
instead of wine)

For more tasty recipes, visit
sweetonionsource.com.

(NAPSA)—New door and glass
technology may help make your
home a safer place without the
“iron bar” look. Combining several
design innovations and a new
kind of glass—similar to the security glass used in U.S. government buildings—Larson Manufacturing developed what may be the
world’s toughest and most beautiful storm door. The glass, called
Keep Safe , is impervious to blows
from crowbars, baseball bats,
even sledgehammers. It will crack
on the surface but an intruder
will be unable to pass through.
For more information about
Secure Elegance doors, visit www.
lowes.com/larson.
The first hour after an emergency, health care experts say, is
known as the Golden Hour.
Within it, the chance of death
increases one percent for every
minute lost before emergency care
begins. Fortunately, there’s a
device designed to bridge that
gap. The NeighborLink™ system, a
new personal security technology
from SafeHome Corporation, uses
standard radio frequency remote
control technology to transmit an
alert to neighbors via an audible
alarm and a light on a small
receiver. A supplemental outgoing
phone dialer calls up to four numbers, such as 911 and friends and
relatives. For ordering information, visit www.safehome.net.
When an interviewer asks you
if you have any questions, always
say yes. Asking questions shows
you’re interested and knowledgeable about the position and indus-

try. Most importantly, it lets you
highlight why you’re the perfect
candidate. But choose your questions carefully. There are certain
questions you should never ask
early in the interview process—no
matter whom you’re meeting.
Don’t ask about salary, vacation,
401(k) or anything else that might
make you seem more interested in
the compensation than the company. For additional job-seeking
advice, visit www.hotjobs.com.
One of the great advantages to
a 401(k) retirement plan is that
your contribution comes out of
your paycheck on a pretax basis.
If you have the opportunity to
contribute to such a plan, contribute as much as you can to get
the most out of it. With pretax
contributing, you have the opportunity to make substantial contributions that won’t drastically
reduce your take-home pay. Some
employers even offer to match
your contribution up to either a
specific percentage or dollar
amount. For more information on
retirement planning, visit
www.ing.com/us/retire.
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